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Abstract
The drastic increase in power consumption by modern processors emphasizes the need
for power-performance trade-o s in architecture design space exploration and compiler optimizations. This paper reports a quantitative study on the power-performance trade-o s in
software pipelined schedules for an Itanium-like EPIC architecture with dual-speed pipelines,
in which functional units are partitioned into fast ones and slow ones. We have developed
an integer linear programming formulation to capture the energy/performance tradeo s for
software pipelined loops. The proposed integer linear programming formulation and its solution method have been implemented and tested on a set of SPEC2000 benchmarks. The
results are compared with an Itanium-like architecture(baseline) in which there are four
functional units(FUs) and all of them are fast units.
Our quantitative study reveals:
1. There is considerable energy saving by introducing a few slow FUs in place of fast
FUs in the baseline architecture. When 2 out 4 FUs are set as slow, the total energy
consumed by FUs is reduced by up to 31.1% (with an average reduction of 25.2%)
compared to the baseline con guration.
2. Although using slow FUs may cause some performance degradation, our results show
that such degradation is small in a large majority of cases. The average performance
degradation for a con guration with 2 out of 4 FUs being slow is only 6.2%. Even
when 3 out of the 4 FUs are slow units, the average performance degradation is within
15% compared to that achieved by the baseline con guration with all fast FUs.
3. If performance demand is less critical, then further energy reduction can be achieved
by trading performance for energy. For example, if 30% decrease in the performance
can be tolerated, then an energy saving of up to to 40.3% can be achieved, with an
average of 34%.
Keywords: Low power micro-architecture, low power compilation techniques, integer linear
programming, software pipelining.
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1 Introduction
The past decade has seen a tremendous increase in the performance of general purpose microprocessors. However, this higher performance is often accompanied by an undesirable, sometime
excessive, power consumption. This is predicted soon to become a limiting factor in highperformance processor design [3]. Consequently, architects must consider power-performance
tradeo s when exploring the processor design space.
This paper deals with low power architectures, compiler techniques, and their interplay.
Recent research in low power design proposes architectures with components operating at different pipeline speeds [17]. In such processors, some functional units (FUs) operate at full CPU
speed (\fast" FUs) while others run at a slower speed, typically half of the full speed (\slow"
FUs). Slow FUs can run at lower voltages, which lead to a better-than-linear energy reduction
per operation [10].
The rationale behind such a design is that schedule slack is present for some instructions,
i.e., they are not on the critical path, so prolonging their execution time should not hurt
performance. A limit study [5] demonstrates that more than 75% of execution cycles have at
least one instruction that has slack. By issuing instructions on the critical path to fast pipelines
and those which are o the critical path to slower functional units, signi cant power and energy
reduction can be achieved [14, 26].
This paper reports a quantitative study of power-performance tradeo s in the design space
by exploring the interplay between low-power architecture features and compiler optimizations.
Our study concentrates on software pipelining [15, 19], a compile-time instruction scheduling technique for loops. In our prior work, performance-oriented software pipelining under
given timing and resource constraints has been formulated as an integer linear programming
problem [1, 8, 9] and was successfully used in evaluating the software pipelining algorithm implemented in a production-quality compiler [22]. However in the context of low power, e ective
software pipelining algorithm which strives for both optimal performance and minimal energy
is still unexplored. The problem that we are addressing in this paper is:
Given a loop L and a machine con guration M with slow and fast FUs, nd a
rate-optimal software pipelined schedule in which the schedule consumes minimal
energy.

We use the termrate-optimal schedule to imply that no other schedule for the loop L can have
a lower initiation interval(II) for the machine con guration M. And we use the term minimal
energy schedule refers no other schedule for the loop L can have a lower energy consumption
with given II for the given architecture M. This paper formulates the above problem as an
ILP problem and explores both the architecture and compiler side of design space using the
ILP formulation and its solution method. In particular, this study explores:
[Architecture side:] In order to achieve signi cant power reduction without incurring performance degradation, how many of the FUs in an architecture can be slow FUs? By
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Figure 1: Motivating Example
increasing the number of slow FUs, how does the application performance degrade?
[Compiler side:] To what extent can the compiler exploit this knowledge of slow and fast FUs
in the architecture, and schedule instructions in such a way to reduce energy without
signi cant degradation in performance?

1.1 Example
We illustrate the bene ts of slow FUs with a simple example. Figure 1 shows a data dependence
graph (DDG) for a loop body, with a loop-carried dependence (from one iteration of the loop
to the next) from s5 to s4. Suppose we want to run this loop on an architecture a1 with 3
Integer Add units and 2 Integer Multiply units. All FUs are fast and fully pipelined, and their
latencies are 1 cycle for Add and 3 for Mult. The cycle containing s4 and s5 imposes a lower
bound on how frequently the loop body can be initiated. This is the Recurrence Minimum
Initiation Interval (RecMII), given by
 d(C ) 
RecMII = 8cycles
max C m(C )
where d(C ) is the sum of the latencies of the instructions in cycle C and m(C ) is the sum of
the loop-carried dependences around cycle C [21]. In our example, there is only one cycle, and
RecMII is d(1 + 1)=1e = 2.
We can compute another lower bound for the initiation interval by considering available
resources. The Resource Minimum Initiation Interval (ResMII) is given by

 d
max;r  Nr
ResMII = max
(
ResMII
)
=
max
r
r
r
F
r

where Nr is the number of instructions which are executed in FU type r, Fr is the number of
FUs in type r, and dmax;r is the maximum number of cycles for which the FU is used by an
instruction. If the FUs are pipelined, then dmax;r is 1. In our example, the individual ResMII
for Add and Mult FUs are d(5=3)e and d(1=2)e respectively. Thus, the overall ResMII is 2.
The minimum initiation interval (MII) is the maximum of ResMII and RecMII; MII=2 in our
example. (Several papers on software pipelining [15, 18, 19] discuss computing RecMII, ResMII,
and MII.)
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Figure 2: A Feasible Schedule for the DDG for Architecture a1
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Figure 3: A Feasible Schedule for the DDG for Architecture a2
Figure 2 shows one possible \rate-optimal" schedule with an initiation interval II = 2 for
this DDG. The repetitive kernel in cycles 4 and 5 is shaded. We can see that there is some
slack in the schedule, and not all FUs are fully utilized. If one Add FU and one Mult FU in
a1 were replaced with slow FUs operating at half the frequency, we could achieve the same II
with this modi ed architecture a2, as shown in Figure 3. In this schedule, instructions s2 and
s3 are scheduled in the slow Add and Mult FUs; these are shown in italics. Although the kernel
appears later, i.e., the prologue is longer, the schedule is still optimal with II = 2. Architecture
a2 may save power relative to a1, without slowing down the loop.
On the other hand, if two of the Add units were slow (architecture a3), the schedule in
Figure 3 would not work. Each loop iteration would require 5 additions, but each of the two
slow units can perform only one addition every 2 cycles, so that all three Add units together
can perform only 4 additions every 2 cycles. The best initiation interval that we can achieve for
this DDG would be II = 3. One possible schedule is shown in Figure 4. This example shows
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Figure 4: A Feasible Schedule for the DDG for Architecture a3
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Figure 5: Rising Edges in Fast and Slow FUs
that by varying the number of fast and slow FUs, the architecture can be made more power
ecient, but at some point this eciency will lead to a performance penalty.
The di erence in clock speeds, and therefore input rates, between fast and slow FUs present
a few complications when scheduling instructions in a slow FU. If the slow FU is operating at
half the clock frequency of the fast FU, then the slow FU will only have half the number of
rising/falling edges on which activities can be triggered. Thus if an instruction is scheduled on
a slow FU at an odd-numbered cycle, then the activities will not take place in the slow FU
until the next even-numbered cycle on which the rising edge occurs (refer to Figure 5). Thus
an instruction scheduled on a slow FU at an odd-numbered cycle will experience an additional
cycle delay. Any other instruction dependent on this will have to be scheduled after 2` + 1
cycles, where ` is the latency of the fast FU. Furthermore, if the II is odd, then each instruction
will occur in an odd cycle in alternate iterations; when this occurs, the additional latency will
be incurred. Thus, we assume that the latency of a slow FU is uniformly 2` + 1. Fortunately,
for the schedule shown in Figure 4 this is already satis ed. Lastly, as an instruction scheduled
at odd cycle in a slow FU will have to wait for an extra cycle to get the rising/falling edge, we
should also assume, conservatively, that a new instruction can be initiated on a slow FU only
once every three cycles. Again, in the schedule shown in Figure 4, as instructions s0 and s2 are
scheduled on di erent slow FUs, this constraint is also satis ed.

1.2 Synopsis
Given an architecture with a xed number of FUs in each resource class, it is interesting to nd
out how many of these FUs in each class could be operated at a slower clock rate, and hence
at a reduced power consumption, and what is the degradation in performance, if any. In this
paper, we propose an integer linear programming formulation for the above problem based on
our earlier work. We apply our approach on SPEC2000 integer benchmarks to evaluate di erent
con gurations (with di erent number of slow and fast FUs) of Itanium processor from both the
performance and power angles. Also we study the additional power savings that can be obtained
when the compiler trades performance for energy. Our results show that by introducing two
slow FUs in the architecture, in the place of fast FUs, an average energy savings of 25.2% can
4

be obtained while the performance degradation is within 6.2% on the average.
Before proceeding to our study, a few remarks are in order. As the focus of this paper is
on studying the architecture design space, admittedly, we use a somewhat approximate power
model, and consequently, an approximate energy model. Also in this study we do not consider
the power consumed by other components such as issue logic and caches. Finally, we ignore the
power consumed by inactive functional units. Our experience obtained by using architecturallevel power simulator [7] and Synopsys gate-level power simulator is that leakage power(power
consumed by inactive functional units) is only a very small fraction of the total power. Although
the case might change in the future, the increased leakage power problem can accordingly be
addressed by related techniques like input vector control [26]. Our initial investigations show
that it is possible to relax some of these assumptions and incorporate a more accurate power
model in our integer linear program formulation, although at the expense of complicating the
integer program formulation. We leave the details of these accurate models as well as making
their formulation ecient for future work, as the emphasis of this paper is not on developing a
power-aware software pipelining method.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section presents an elegant ILP
formulation for power-aware software pipelining based on our previous work. In Section 3 we
derive an analytical expression for energy consumption and validate it. Section 4 deals with
the experimental evaluation and results. Related work is elaborated in Section 5. Lastly, we
provide concluding remarks in Section 6.

2 Integer Linear Programming Formulation
In this section rst we extend the integer linear programming formulation [8, 9] for software
pipelining to handle dual speed pipelines. Subsequently in Section 2.2, we re ne the formulation
to more accurately model structural hazards in dual speed pipelines.

2.1 Initial Formulation
Let the number of nodes in the DDG be N and let II be the initiation interval [19, 15, 18]. In
this paper we consider only repetitive schedules or modulo scheduling. The software pipelining
methods attempts to nd a schedule for each value of initiation interval II , starting from the
minimum initiation interval (MII) [19, 15, 18]. The methods stops as soon as a schedule is
found for the rst II greater than or equal to the minimum initiation interval.
In modulo scheduling, the schedule time of operation i in the j th iteration is given by

ti;j = ti + j  II
where ti is the schedule time of operation i in the rst iteration. We use a N  1 vector to
represent the schedule time of the operations in the rst iteration. The vector is composed
of variables t0 ;    ; tN 1 . We use a II  N matrix A to represent the repetitive pattern of
5

instructions in the modulo schedule. The matrix A = [at;i ] where at;i = 1 if and only if node i
is scheduled at time step t in the modulo schedule, where t is the range [0::II 1]. It is easy
to see that
at;i = 1; if ti mod II = t:
Further and A are related by the following equation.
= II   + AT  [0; 1;    ; II 1]T

(1)

The vector  is an N  1 vector composed of k0 ;    ; kN 1 . Equation 1 implicitly de nes ki as
t 
ki = IIi
Since each instruction i is scheduled in the repetitive pattern exactly once, the following
equation must be satis ed for a legal schedule:
II
X1
at;i = 1 for all i 2 [0; N 1]
(2)
=0

t

For resources that operate on a single speed, that is those which are not partitioned to fast
and slow ones, e.g., the issue unit, the resource constraint can be speci ed using the following
simple inequality.
X
at;i  Rr for all t 2 [0; II 1]
(3)
2()

i  r

where Rr is the number of resources of type r and  (r) represent the set of instructions in the
loop that use resource type r. Note that resources like issue unit are used by all instructions,
and hence  (Issue Unit) consists of all instructions; whereas in the oating point divide resource type, there may be only one function unit, and  (FP Divide) consists of only FP divide
instructions, if any, in the loop.
Next we formulate the resource constraints for resources types which have slow and fast
FUs. For example, in our motivating example, the Add and Multiply FUs have slow and fast
FUs. For an instructions which goes to these resource types r, we also need to know whether
the instruction is scheduled on slow or fast FU. We use two sets of variables ut;i and vt;i for
this purpose: ut;i = 1 if instruction i is scheduled on fast FU and at;i = 1; likewise vt;i = 1 if
instruction i is scheduled on slow FU and at;i = 1. Since the resource assignment for instruction
i can be either fast FU or slow FU but not both, the following equation holds:

at;i = ut;i + vt;i

for all t 2 [0; II 1]; and for all i 2 [0; N 1]

(4)

If there are Rr;f ast fast FUs and Rr;slow slow FUs in resource type r, then the resource constraint
for software pipelined schedule can be enforced using the inequality
X
ut;i  Rr;f ast for all t 2 [0; II 1] and for all r
(5)
i2 (r )
X
vt;i  Rr;slow for all t 2 [0; II 1] and for all r
(6)
2()

i  r
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Next we will express the precedence constraint. For this, we de ne a variable fi for each
instruction i to indicate whether instruction i is scheduled on fast FU (in which case fi = 1) or
on slow FU (in which case fi = 0). The variable fi is de ned as:

fi =

X1

II

=0

t

ut;i for all i 2 [0; N 1]

(7)

Now, for each dependence arc (i; j ) in the DDG, the precedence constraint between i and j is
formulated as [21]:

tj ti  dij II  mij
where dij is the latency from instruction i to j and mij is the dependence distance [19, 15, 18].
In the dual-speed architecture, the latency dij will be dij;f ast and dij;slow for fast and slow FUs.
The precedence constraints can be expressed as:

tj ti  fi  dij;f ast + (1 fi)  dij;slow II  mij for all (i; j )

(8)

A power/energy aware software pipelining method should try to construct a schedule that
does not incur any performance degradation and also consumes the minimum energy. The
performance a software pipelined schedule is related to the initiation interval (II) for which
the integer programming method attempts to nd a solution. A simple objective function to
minimize the energy consumption for the same initiation interval II , is the one which minimizes
the number of instructions issued to fast FUs. This objective function is based on the simple
model that the energy consumed can be approximated to number of the instructions executed
in that FU [16]. Assuming Cr;f ast and Cr;slow are the weights for fast and slow functional units
of type r, the objective function is given by:
X X
min
(Cr;f ast :fi + Cr;slow  (1 fi ))
(9)
r

i

2  (r)

The full ILP formulation has the objective function as Equation 9 under the constraints given
by Equations 1 { 8. In the above ILP formulation, Equations 1 { 4 are same as in [8, 9].
However, Equations 5 { 8, which are used for modeling slow and fast FUs, are contributions of
this paper.

2.2 Re ned ILP Formulation
The formulation presented in the previous section is simple, but does not account the resource
usage of slow FUs accurately. More speci cally, when an instruction is scheduled on a slow FU,
not only its latency (dij ) is increased (to dij;slow ), but also the slow FU has a slower throughput.
As explained in Section 1.1, instructions can be initiated in the slow FU only on alternate cycles
(of the fast clock). Since the time steps in our schedule is based on the fast clock, slow FUs
(operating at half the clock frequency) have a structural hazard, and can have instructions
scheduled on them only once every two cycles.
7

We will explain the above using an example. Assume instructions i and j are executed on
the same resource type r, and both are scheduled on the slow FU. Further assume that there
is only one slow FU of type r. Then if instruction i is scheduled at time t, then j cannot be
scheduled at time (t + 1) mod II or vice-versa. In other words, instructions scheduled on a
slow FU occupy the pipeline for more cycles (two in this case), even though the slow FU is also
fully pipelined (on the slower clock). Thus our resource constraints for slow FUs (Equations 6)
should be modi ed to re ect this. We do this by including the following constraint. If (vt;i = 1)
and (at;i = 1) then (v(t 1);i ) should also be 1, where t  1 represents (t + 1) mod II . Logically
this is equivalent to
: ((vt;i = 1) ^ (at;i = 1)) _ (v(t 1);i = 1)
which is equivalent to
(vt;i = 0) _ (at;i = 0) _ (v(t 1);i = 1):
The above can be expressed in the form of a linear constraint as:

vt;i + at;i v(t 1);i < 2:

(10)

Note that if both (vt;i = 1) and (at;i = 1) then v(t 1);i should be 1 in order to make the left
hand side (strictly) less than 2. Note that in the above constraint we could have eliminated the
term (at;i = 1), as (vt;i = 1) already implies the former. However including the former, ensures
that the inequality is not applied successively to v(t 2);i , v(t 3);i , etc., and make them 1 too.
Lastly, to account for the additional cycle involved when instructions are scheduled at oddnumbered cycles on slow FUs (refer to Section 1.1), we consider (i) dij;slow = 2  dij;f ast + 1
and (ii) if vt;i = 1, and then both vt 1 and vt 2 must be 1. Note that we apply conditions (i)
and (ii) uniformly on all instructions (scheduled on slow FUs). This is because, even if an
instruction is scheduled at even-numbered cycle, if the II is odd, the above conditions should
hold. Now condition (i) can be easily incorporated in Equation 8. To incorporate condition (ii),
we add the equation
vt;i + at;i v(t 2);i < 2:
(11)
Including Equations 10 and 11 in the ILP formulation accounts for resource constraints
accurately. However, a consequence of this | the fact that an instruction scheduled on a slow
FU uses the FU exclusively for 3 cycles | disallows loops with initiation interval 1 or 2. This
is in order to adhere to modulo scheduling constraint [18] which states that a functional unit
cannot be used by an instruction in time steps that di er by a multiple of II. As a consequence,
the lowest II for which a schedule can be found in the architecture involving slow and fast FU
is 3.

3 Experimental Framework
Using the ILP formulation proposed in the previous section, we explore how the design space
of an Itanium-like architecture can be made power-ecient by introducing slow FUs. In this
8

study we focus on the performance of software pipelineable loops in the SPEC2000 integer
benchmarks. The following subsection brie y describes the Itanium architecture. Section 3.2
describes the analytical energy model used in evaluating energy-eciency of di erent variants
of Itanium architecture by introducing slow FUs. Our experimental methodology is detailed in
Section 3.4.

3.1 Target Architecture
The target processor in our study is an Itanium-like processor [12, 13], the rst microprocessor of the Intel Itanium Processor Family (IPF). Itanium is an Explicitly Parallel Instruction
Computing (EPIC) processor, which can issue 6 instructions in a single cycle, and supports
predicated execution, speculative execution, rotating registers, etc., to increase instruction-level
parallelism. It has four types of functional units: M-unit, I-unit, F-unit, and B-unit, which work
primarily for memory access, integer operations, oating-point operations and branch instructions respectively. Each instruction falls into one of the six categories: A-type, I-type, M-type,
B-type, F-type and X-type. Since our power-aware software pipelining is applied only to loop
bodies with single basic blocks, the instructions in the loop body are of A-type, I-type, and
M-type only. There are no F-type instructions because we used integer benchmarks only.
I-type and M-type instructions are executed on I-units and M-units respectively, whereas
A-type instructions can be executed on either type of FU. There are two of each functional
unit type, and both are fully pipelined. One of the two FUs in each type can execute any of
the instructions in that category while the other cannot execute a small subset of them. The
di erence is minor and the two instances of the FUs in each FU type are otherwise identical.
Latency values used in our experiments are taken from the instruction timing of Itanium as
de ned in its micro-architecture manual [13].

3.2 Energy Model
We use a simple power model in our experiments. It is known that dynamic power dissipation
P is given by P = C  Vdd2  f where C is the e ective switching capacitance, Vdd is the supply
voltage and f is the clock frequency. In slow FUs, the clock speed is reduced and voltage can
be accordingly reduced, leads to better-than-linear energy saving. Empirically, it was found
that FUs working on half frequency consume about 40%(represented by C in the computation
below) of the energy consumed by fast FUs. It is represented as follow:

Eslow;i = C  Ef ast;i

(12)

Also we assume the total energy consumed by FUs incurred for the software pipelined
schedule is the sum of the energy incurred for each instruction in the schedule. This is based
on the same approximation that we used in our objective function in Section 2, namely, the
total energy consumed is related to the number of instructions executed [16]. Admittedly, in
this simple model we focus on FUs only and ignore the power used by other components such
9

as issue logic and caches, and we assume inactive functional units consume no energy due to
clock gating. Thus, the total energy consumed in the dual speed pipeline architecture is:
X
X
Edual = Ef ast;i + Eslow;i
islow

ifast

As dual speed pipelines are considered only for integer FUs, we assume the energy consumed
by the I-unit and M-unit FUs are the same, i.e., Ef ast;I unit = Ef ast;M unit , and Eslow;I unit =
Eslow;M unit.
Next, we compute the energy consumed by a single iteration of the schedule of a loop l as:
1
Edual;`
= Nf ast;`  Ef ast + Nslow;`  Eslow

where Nf ast;` and Nslow;` represent the number of instructions scheduled on fast and slow FUs
in a single iteration of loop l, thus Nslow;` + Nf ast;` = N` . The above equation can be derived
to:
1
Edual;`
= Nf ast;`  Ef ast + Nslow;`  C  Ef ast
(13)
Compared to Equation 13, the energy consumed by a single iteration of loop l in the baseline
architecture is
1 =N E
Ebase
(14)
`
f ast
From this, we can approximate the energy consumed by a loop l, whose trip count is T` , for
the dual speed and baseline architectures as:
1
Edual;` = Edual;`
 T` = (Nf ast;` + Nslow;`  C )  Ef ast  T`

(15)

Ebase;` = N`  Ef ast  T`

(16)
Lastly, the energy consumed by all the software pipelineable loops in a benchmark for dual and
baseline architectures are:
X
(17)
Edual = Edual;`
`

Ebase =

X
`

Ef ast;`

(18)

Similarly the performances of the benchmark or the execution time spent in software pipelineable loops are given by:
X
Exec. Timedual = T`  IIdual;`
(19)
`

Exec. Timebase =

X
`

T`  IIbase;`

(20)

where IIdual;` and IIbase;` are the initiation intervals for loop l in the dual speed and base
architectures.
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Figure 6: Comparing Our Analytical Energy Model with Simulation Results

3.3 Compare The Analytic Energy Model With Simulation Result
To estimate the accuracy of our energy model, we enhanced the Wattch power simulator [2] with
dual-speed pipelines. We use the annotation bits of SimpleScalar [4] instruction word to mark
whether instructions should be issued to fast or slow FUs. We \mimicked" the compiler behavior
by manually adding annotation elds to the assembly program and running the executable
program on Wattch with clock-gating [2] enabled. We performed these steps on a matrix
multiply program and iterated several times to get programs where the number of instructions
sent to slow FUs varied. We use the term binding ratio to refer to the ratio of number of
instructions issued to the slow FUs to the total number of instructions. In this experiment, we
considered instructions from all basic blocks, and simulated the energy consumed in executing
them from the Wattch simulator. We compare this with the estimated energy using Equation 17
for the matrix multiply program in Figure 6. Comparison reveals that our analytical energy
model and the results obtained from Wattch simulation are very close. This shows that our
analytical energy model for FUs closely track the activity-based dynamic power simulation [2, 7].

3.4 Experimental Methodology
We implemented our ILP formulation on the Delaware Power-Aware Computing Testbed (DelPACT) platform [24]. The ILP formulation works with the Open64 compiler [23], which is
an open-source compiler from SGI targeting Itanium processors. Open64 has a rich set of
optimizations and we enabled them in our experiments by setting the highest optimization level.
Our workload came from the SPEC2000 integer benchmark suite. Benchmarks were compiled by
Open64, executed on the \train" data sets to collect pro ling information, then recompiled using
this pro ling information. DDGs were extracted and an integer linear programming problem
was formed for each DDG. These were then passed to CPLEX [11], a commercial integer linear
programming solver, which gave us the schedule, the initiation interval of the loop (denoted by
11

II` ) and instruction partitioning (to fast and slow FUs) of each DDG.
For each of the benchmarks considered, we obtained the trip counts of all software pipelineable loops for the train input set by pro ling. Using Equations 17 and 18 we computed the
energy consumed by the software pipelineable loops in each benchmark. The execution time
incurred on the software pipelineable loops are given by Equations 19 and 20. Since our work
focuses only on software pipelining, we use the former as the energy measure for the benchmark
and the latter as performance.
We report our results for only those benchmarks which were successfully compiled by Open64
compiler and produced correct results. These benchmarks, the number of software pipelineable
loops in them, and characteristics of the DDGs associated with these loops are summarized
in Table 1. In our experiment, each loop is given a xed time limit for CPLEX to derive a
solution, and within this time limit, 91% of the loops could be scheduled by CPLEX.
Benchmark # of Loops
164.gzip
175.vpr
181.mcf
186.crafty
197.parser
256.bzip2
300.twolf

69
93
22
86
116
63
317

# of nodes
# of edges
Minimum II
(avg) (max) (avg) (max) (avg) (max)
7.3
19 12.8
37
3
14
15.4
75 47.6
621
12
95
12.8
54 62.6
495
9
27
11.4
64 33.5
833
5
92
7.4
29 16.1
69
5
18
9.4
32 21.0
108
6
100
18.7
101 63.8
349
12
192

Table 1: Statistics on DDGs Extracted from SPEC 2000 Benchmarks

4 Experimental Results
The main observations from our experiments are summarized as follows:
1. Making some of the functional units as slow FUs can signi cantly reduce energy consumption for these benchmarks. Changing two fast functional units to slow ones can lower FU
energy requirements up to 31.1% with an average reduction of 25.2% compared to the
baseline con guration.
2. Despite the considerable energy saving, judicious use of slow functional units generally
leads to a surprisingly small performance degradation. Even when 2 out of the 4 functional units are slow units, the average performance degradation experienced is only 6.2%
compared to that achieved by con guration with all fast FUs.
3. If performance is less critical, more energy savings can be achieved by an energy-aware
compiler. On a processor with 2 fast and 2 slow functional units, a maximum of 40.3%
12
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Figure 7: Energy Saving and Performance Penalty of Di erent Con gurations
energy saving on FUs can be achieved over the baseline model if a maximum of 30%
increase on the individual II values for the di erent loops is acceptable.

4.1 Energy Gain and Performance Degradation by Slow Functional Units
The performance degradation and energy gain in introducing some slow FUs in the place of fast
FUs is depicted in Figure 7. In this experiment, we considered fast and slow FUs for the I-unit
FUs and M-unit FUs only. Together we refer to these as integer FUs. In all experiments, there
are 4 integer FUs, while the number of slow and fast FUs varies among the con gurations. We
consider the following four con gurations:

C0
C1
C2
C3

2 fast I-unit and 2 fast M-unit FUs | this is the baseline architecture
1 fast I-unit, 1 slow I-unit, and 2 fast M-unit FUs
1 fast I-unit, 1 slow I-unit, 1 fast M-unit and 1 slow M-unit FUs
2 slow I-unit, 1 slow M-unit, and 1 fast M-unit FUs

Figure 7 shows the energy gain and performance loss of con gurations C1{C3 on all benchmarks, compared against the energy and performance of the baseline con guration C0. The
last set of bars indicate the average energy reduction and performance degradation taken across
all benchmarks. For con guration C1, we observe an energy gain of 12% or more in all the
applications. With con gurations C2, the energy savings increase to 18% and more. Lastly,
for con guration C3, the energy gain is higher, ranging from 20% to 41%. It is important
to note that the above energy savings are obtained only by trading o a little or no performance in many cases. For con guration C1, except for benchmarks gzip and crafty which
show relatively large performance degradation, 19.6% and 10% respectively, all other benchmarks incur very little performance degradation, often less than 1%. With con gurations C2,
the performance degrades, by 5% { 20%, in 4 of the benchmarks, while for other three (mcf,
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and twolf) the performance degradation is negligible. Lastly, for con guration C3,
both the performance degradation and the energy gain are higher. It should be noted here that
even with con gurations C2 and C3 (with, respectively, 2 and 3 slow FUs), the degradation in
performance is within 15% for all the benchmarks, except gzip.
It is important to note here that our method obtains rate-optimal schedules where the
optimality is for a given con guration (C1, C2, or C3); i.e., there can be no other schedule that
has a lower initiation interval for the given con guration. Among the rate-optimal schedules
for a given con guration, our approach obtains one that consumes the minimum energy (as
calculated by our energy model). In this sense, the schedules obtained by our approach are
optimal in terms of both performance and energy for the given con guration.
Lastly, we observe that gzip su ers relatively large performance loss when slow functional
units are introduced. This observation agrees with that of related work by Seng et al [14].
Interestingly, two benchmarks, namely mcf and parser, incur no performance degradation
even when 3 of the 4 integer units act as slow FUs. To summarize, for the benchmarks we
studied, con gurations C1, C2 and C3 consume, respectively, 17.5%, 25.3%, and 30.2% less
energy, on the average, compared to the baseline architecture.
parser

4.2 Trading Performance for Energy
Next we address the question that whether further energy savings can be obtained in dual
speed architectures if the compiler is allowed to trade performance. To answer this question,
we conduct a set of experiments on con guration C2 (with 2 fast and 2 slow FUs). Here, for
each software pipelineable loop, we set the optimal II obtained for con guration C2 as the base
II value. We allow our compiler to choose an II value which is within a performance degradation
threshold (PDT) from the base II value, and try to obtain energy-ecient schedules. We chose
PDTs as 10%, 20%, 30% for each application.
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Figure 8: Energy saving for Three Di erent Slowdown Factors
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In Figure 8 we plot the energy savings compared to the baseline con guration (C0) for
various PDT values. The bar corresponding to rate-optimal refers to a PDT value of 0%,
which necessarily means that the compiler does not trade performance for power, and tries to
obtain the optimal schedule for con guration C2. As shown in the gure, energy gains in three
benchmarks, namely vpr, mcf, and twolf, increase with increased PDT value. However, in
the other benchmarks, the energy savings appear only when the PDT is increased from 10%
to 20%. The insigni cant bene t in performance when the PDT is increased from 0% to 10%
can be explained by the fact that these benchmarks have a lower average Minimum II(MII)
than the three benchmarks, as shown in Table 1. For those DDGs with small minII, 10% PDT
leaves no space for them to increase its II. Hence their schedules are not changed for a large
fraction of loops compared with the rate-optimal schedules obtained under con guration C2.
The actual performance degradation for these benchmarks is less than 1% when 10% PDT is
applied. When PDT of 20% is given, energy gain is more apparent for all benchmarks. The
average energy saving for PDTs of 20% and 30% is 31.8% and 34% respectively.
Lastly, we note that a PDT value refers to an increase in the individual II. Hence a PDT
of, say 20%, does not necessarily mean a 20% degradation on the execution time. The average
performance degradation for the benchmarks is only 15.4% when the PDT is 20%.

5 Related Work
Exploiting instruction schedule slack to reduce power consumption with minimal performance
degradation is extensively studied in literature. A limit study on available schedule slack was
performed by Casmira et al [5]. Their result shows that in the course of program execution,
for more than 75% of the execution cycles there exists at least one instruction that has slack.
However they didn't mention any work on techniques to exploit such instruction scheduling
slack for energy saving.
Pyreddy et al [17] extend this idea by partitioning functional units to fast ones and slow
ones, operating the slow ones at half the rate of fast ones, and using run-time pro ling to guide
instruction issue to these two sets of functional units. It is their assumption that pro ling
needs to be done in a separate pass other than the actual run. In contrast, Seng et al proposed
to analyze instruction criticality dynamically and issue critical instructions to fast functional
units while non-critical instructions to slow ones [14]. The mechanism they adopt to predict
instruction criticality is the critical path predictor bu er [6]. Although interesting, the bu er
consumes additional power which may o set the power gain in functional units.
The work by Zhang et al [26] uses compilation techniques to determine the fast or slow
functional units where each instruction should be issued to. They designed a energy-oriented
heuristic algorithm to re-order a schedule made by some performance-oriented scheduling algorithm to achieve energy saving with minimal performance degradation. Our work complements
theirs in the following aspects. First, our study focuses on loop software pipelining while their
study is on global scheduling with acyclic dependence graphs. Second, we use an integer linear
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programming based approach to evaluate the limits of performance energy tradeo s an \optimal
scheduler" can do. Our method can be used to evaluate heuristic, more practical, algorithms
and potentials of their improvements [22].
A relevant work by Yun et al [25] targets power-aware software pipelining. They proposed
a heuristic algorithm which extended iterative modulo scheduling [20], tries to minimize step
power for a software pipelined loop on a cycle-by-cycle basis. Their objectives are to derive
a schedule under which \power consumption are better balanced" under a VLIW architecture
where the speed of function units are xed.

6 Conclusions
This paper reports a quantitative study of power-performance tradeo s in the design space of
energy ecient architectures. It studies the interplay between low-power architecture features
and compiler optimization techniques, speci cally software pipelining. It explores both the
architecture and the compiler side of design space. An Itanium-like architecture model involving
dual speed pipelines (slow and fast FUs) is used in this study.
This design space exploration is performed under the Delaware Power-Aware Computing
Testbed (Del-PACT) platform on SPEC2000 integer benchmark programs. We have proposed
an elegant integer linear programming formulation for rate-optimal software pipelining on architectures involving dual-speed pipelines. Using the integer linear programming approach we
explore the design space for Itanium-like architectures, assuming that some of the FUs are slow
FUs.
The main results and observations of this paper are:
1. Energy gain by introducing a few slow FUs in the place of fast FUs is considerable. The
energy consumed by all FUs is reduced by up to 31.1% (25.2% on average) when 2 out of
4 FUs are set as slow.
2. Performance degradation caused by slowing down some of the FUs is small in a large
majority of the cases. The average performance degradation for a moderate setting, i.e.,
2 out of 4 FUs are set as slow, is only 6.2%.
3. Further energy gains can be achieved by the compiler if performance slack is available.
When the performance degradation threshold is set at 30%, energy savings rise to 40.3%
in the best cases (34% on average).
Further research directions include making comparison with heuristic approaches for energyoptimal scheduling approaches, reducing leakage power and incorporating run-time information
in software pipelining algorithm to achieve even larger energy saving.
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